Look
Citrusy, bitter and sweet.

D.O.C. fortiﬁed Sherry married with our
artisanal tonic water; hand-made with
citrusy botanicals and signature bitters.
Ingredients
Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Orange slice
Ice
Spritz glass or white wine glass
Steps
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Pour in Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz
3. Garnish with orange slice
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Taste
Stone fruits, raisins and orange blossom.
Occasion
The perfect evening aperitif all year round.
To create our original Pedrino Spritz,
we’ve married origin-protected fortiﬁed
wines with our artisanal tonic water;
hand-made with citrusy botanicals and
signature bitters.
Pedrino is made with all-natural, authentic
ingredients and it’s expertly blended with
the perfect proportions.

Look
Vibrant & distinctive.

A complex balance of sweet Sherry with
the bitterness of tonic, perfectly paired
with juniper-heavy Gin.
Ingredients
Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Tanqueray No.10 Gin, 25ml
Grapefruit, 2 slices
Ice
Coppa glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Tanqueray No.10 Gin
3. Top with Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with grapefruit slices
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Taste
The spices and juniper berries marry
stony fruits and raisin ﬂavours.
Occasion
The perfect evening aperitif all year round.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Sherry Mojito
Spritz

Sherry Mojito
Spritz
The classic Mojito elevated with the
sparkling complexity of Sherry & Tonic.
Ingredients
Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Bacardi Rum, 25ml
Lime wedge
Mint Sprig
Tall glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Bacardi Rum
3. Top with Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with lime wedge & mint sprig
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Look
Orange Mojito!
Taste
The classic mojito taste, without the hangover.
Occasion
Late evening, beach party spritz.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Paloma Spritz

Paloma Spritz
The classic Paloma elevated with the
sparkling complexity of Sherry & Tonic.
Ingredients
Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Altos Tequila Olmeca, 25ml
Lime juice, 1/2 lime
Grapefruit slice
Short glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Altos Tequila Olmeca
3. Add lime Juice
3. Top with Pedrino Sherry & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with grapefruit slice
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Look
Zesty and refreshing.
Taste
Reminiscent of a long, fruity, Margarita spritz.
Occasion
One of those spritz cocktails that can
brighten up any occasion.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

‘”Britains best bottled spritz.”
The Times

Look
Fresh, tangy & moreish.

D.O.C. fortiﬁed Port married with our
artisanal tonic water; hand-made with
citrusy botanicals and signature bitters.
Ingredients
Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Lemon wedge
Ice
Spritz glass or white wine glass
Steps
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Pour in Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz
3. Garnish with lemon wedge
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Taste
Red berries, plum and bitter lemon.
Occasion
The perfect evening aperitif all year round.
To create our original Pedrino Spritz,
we’ve married origin-protected fortiﬁed
wines with our artisanal tonic water;
hand-made with citrusy botanicals and
signature bitters.
Pedrino is made with all-natural, authentic
ingredients and it’s expertly blended with
the perfect proportions.

Cherry Bakewell
Spritz

Cherry Bakewell
Spritz
Deep ﬂavours of citrusy Ruby Port with
the bitterness of tonic, perfectly paired
with Disaronno.
Ingredients
Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Disaronno, 25ml
Lemon wedge
Ice
Short glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Disaronno
3. Top with Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with squeezed lemon wedge
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Look
Bold & seductive.
Taste
Just like a Cherry Bakewell.
Occasion
A special sweet treat, for either a midweek
pick me up, or saved for the weekend.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Brandy Spritz

Brandy Spritz
A decadent blend of brandy perfectly
balanced with a citrusy Ruby Port & Tonic.
Ingredients
Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Rémy Martin VSOP Cognac, 25ml
Lemon wedge
Sprig of thyme
Ice
Coppa glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Rémy Martin VSOP Cognac
3. Top with Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with lemon wedge
& sprig of thyme
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Look
Bold & seductive.
Taste
Maple and cinnamon sweetness, perfectly
balanced with citrus jam.
Occasion
A decadent aperitif for the Autumn &
Winter season.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Old Fashioned
Spritz

OLD FASHIONED
Spritz
Deep ﬂavours of citrusy Ruby Port with
the bitterness of tonic, perfectly paired
with a smooth Whiskey.
Ingredients
Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Johnnie Walker Red Label, 25ml
Lemon slices, 2
Tall glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Johnnie Walker Red Label
3. Top with Pedrino Ruby & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with lemon slices
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Look
Bold & seductive.
Taste
Maple and vanilla whiskey matching the
fresh and vibrant note of Ruby Port.
Occasion
An anytime drink to warm the long winter
season.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Look
Herby, natural and dry.

D.O.C. fortiﬁed Vermouth married with
our artisanal tonic water; hand-made
with citrusy botanicals and signature
bitters.

Taste
Melon, ﬂoral botanicals and grapefruit.
Occasion
The perfect evening aperitif all year round.

Ingredients
Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Grapefruit slice
Ice
Spritz glass or white wine glass

To create our original Pedrino Spritz,
we’ve married origin-protected fortiﬁed
wines with our artisanal tonic water;
hand-made with citrusy botanicals and
signature bitters.

Steps
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Pour in Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz
3. Garnish with grapefruit slice

Pedrino is made with all-natural, authentic
ingredients and it’s expertly blended with
the perfect proportions.
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Bramble Spritz

Bramble Spritz

Look
Elegantly layered.

A light sparkling take on the Bramble.
Chambord blackberry liquor topped
with Vermouth & Tonic.

Taste
Refreshing with notes of blackberry & pear.

Ingredients
Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Chambord, 25ml
Lemon wedge
Blackberry
Ice
Tall glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Chambord
3. Top with Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with squeezed lemon
wedge & blackberry
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Occasion
A classic spritz cocktail for the Spring &
Summer season.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Elderflower
Spritz

Elderflower Spritz
A light, thirst quenching blend of
St Germain, Vermouth & Tonic.
Ingredients
Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
St Germain Elderﬂower Liqueur, 25ml
Mint sprig
Ice
Coppa glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add St Germain Elderﬂower Liqueur
3. Top with Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with mint sprig
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Look
Resfreshing & crisp.
Taste
Sweet amber with ﬂoral summer garden
notes.
Occasion
The perfect start to a picnic or summer
garden party.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

Negroni Spritz

Negroni Spritz
A light, sparkling take on the classic
Negroni. Campari married with Vermouth
and Tonic.
Ingredients
Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz, chilled bottle
Campari, 25ml
Orange slice
Ice
Short glass
Method
1. Fill the glass with ice
2. Add Campari
3. Top with Pedrino Vermouth & Tonic Spritz
4. Garnish with orange slice
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Look
Elegantly layered.
Taste
Fresh and herbal with notes of melon,
pear drops and orange peel. A gentle
bitter ﬁnish.
Occasion
The modern iconic aperitif for your Spring
& Summer season.

Combine a Pedrino Spritz with a famous
cocktail and you create a new contender
for the ﬁrst drink occasion. An effortlessly
elegant way to add a new sparkle to
classic cocktails.

